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The retrieval algorithm

The simulated measurements are inertially referen ed dire tions (yellow arrow) from the spa e raft (gray sphere) to the
landmarks (red sphere).

1.
2.
3.
4.

Re onstru tion of asteroid orientations

Colle t the desired shifts for all landmarks.
Fit a rigid rotation to all shifts (employing SVD).
Add that rotation to the urrent asteroid orientation.
Subtra t the ee t of that rotation from the landmark
shifts.

Extra tion of the wobble

A riti al requirement for the Asteroid Impa t Mission (AIM)
is the determination of the mass of the se ondary with an
a ura y of 10 %. Here, we study the possibility to measure
the primary's wobble by visible imaging. The wobble radius,
whi h is expe ted to be about 10 m, is exaggerated 10 times
in the illustration.

Assumed spa e raft traje tory

We minimize the mist by repeatedly looping through all time
points and all landmarks and pulling them towards ea h other,
perpendi ular to the viewing dire tion. Cf. the panel to the
right for asteroid orientations.

Optimization: initial to nal state

The assumed traje tory is linear with the distan e varying
between 10 and 7.07 km.
Wat h movie
−→
(on youtube)

−→

Randomly distributed landmarks
• visible and illuminated
• visible but not illumi-

nated
• not visible but illuminated
• neither visible nor illuminated
Wat h movie
−→
(on youtube)

Top left: True (green) and re onstru ted (red) landmark positions in the body xed frame. Note that initially all re onstru ted position are at the origin (thus only one is visible)
and nally they are overlaid by the true positions (thus none
is visible). Top right: True (green) and re onstru ted (red)
traje tory relative to Didymos (white sphere). The nal reonstru ted traje tory omprises the wobble visible as oil.
Bottom: Angular dieren e between re onstru ted and true
orientation of Didymos.
Wat h movie
−→
(on youtube)

The re onstru ted traje tory (top, only x) omprises two
wobbles: one from the gravity pull of the se ondary (this
is the one we are after) and another one be ause of the unknown enter of mass of the primary. We extra t the former by smoothing the traje tory with the se ondary's orbital
period and subtra ting that from the original, and then proje ting the result onto the known wobble dire tion (bottom).
The mean (straight red line) is the estimated wobble radius.
Inputs
Dist.[km℄
# images
# landmarks
Dir.err.[′′ ℄
Wobble [m℄

Example s enario
7.07
242.99
100.99
60.00
10.88

Results
Residuals [m℄
LM error [m℄
Orient.err.[◦ ℄
SC error [m℄
Wobble err.[%℄:

Supplementary website
Read abstra t, download this
−→
poster, and wat h all movies

2.19
1.83
0.38
14.11
3.52

